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!"#$$%&"'()*+",(-./0"-/*('12!,"32142!"14*"5'6'"71(2/"8*,'!"9(2!,"42,4"
1(':*;1-(<"3*'/-!0"'1"14*"0*11=*)*!10"->"14*"3*01*(!"?*,*@A"B1"9(01&"14*<"
used improvised low power and relatively inaccurate Qassam rockets and
)-(1'(0A"C-3*@*(&"'0"12)*"/'00*+"14*<"3*(*"'8=*"1-"2!;(*'0*"14*"1</*0"
of weapons at their disposal, a result of more sophisticated independent
production efforts and the smuggling of weapons into the Gaza Strip. Today
14*"5'6'"71(2/"8-'010"'"32+*"@'(2*1<"->"42,4"1(':*;1-(<"9(2!,";'/'82=212*0&"
including mortar shells and powerful long range rockets. In addition, efforts
by terrorist groups to breach the Gaza Strip’s isolation have produced a
widespread tunnel industry, which was initially concentrated in the Rafah
region and fueled by both economic motivations and the need to smuggle
3*'/-!0"2!1-"14*"5'6'"71(2/A"B>1*("(*;-,!262!,"14*"/-1*!12'="->"14*0*"1.!!*=0&"
terrorist elements began digging offensive tunnels toward Israel with the
aim of facilitating abductions and terrorist attacks in the settlements near
the border fence.
The terrorist organizations’ pace of armament with rocket launching
weaponry increased substantially in the Gaza Strip after Israel’s unilateral
+20*!,',*)*!1"2!"#$$D"'!+"C')'0E"0*26.(*"->"/-3*("13-"<*'(0"='1*(A"F420"
was the background for the three broad scale operations launched by Israel
2!"14*"5'6'"0*;1-(G"H/*('12-!"I'01"J*'+"KL*;*)8*("#$$MNO'!.'(<"#$$PQ&"
H/*('12-!"R2=='("->"L*>*!0*"K?-@*)8*("#$%#Q&"'!+"H/*('12-!"R(-1*;12@*"
S+,*"KO.=<NB.,.01"#$%TQA"F420"'(12;=*".!+*(1'U*0"'";-)/'(20-!"->"14*"14(**"
operations, focusing on their strategic background and an analysis of the
-/*('12-!'=")2=21'(<";')/'2,!&"2!"342;4"C')'0"2!;(*'0*+"210".0*"->"14*"
“victim doctrine,” which aims to damage Israel’s status in the international
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arena by maximizing Israel’s injury to the non-combatant civilian population
of the Gaza Strip. The article concludes by presenting a number of insights
regarding the measures necessary to contend with the security threat emanating
from the Gaza Strip.

!"#$%&'%"()*#+,-%".%
C')'0"(-0*"1-"/-3*("2!"14*"5'6'"71(2/"2!"14*"3'U*"->"+*)-;('12;"*=*;12-!0A"
B>1*("=-02!,"'=="4-/*"2!"14*";-((./1"=*'+*(042/"->"V'1'4&"14*"R'=*012!2'!"/.8=2;&"
'1"=*'01"2!"14*"+'<0"=*'+2!,"./"1-"14*"*=*;12-!0&"(*,'(+*+"C')'0"'0"'">-(;*"
14'1";-.=+",-@*(!"2!"'")-(*"4-!*01")'!!*(A"C')'0E"@2-=*!1"0*26.(*"->"/-3*("
in the Gaza Strip left the movement, led by radical fundamentalist Islamic
ideology, to contend with the combined challenge of asserting political control
over a political-territorial entity on the one hand, and preserving regional
relevance as a resistance movement in the Palestinian arena on the other.
F4*"*0;'='12-!"->"(-;U*1"9(*"-(2,2!'12!,">(-)"14*"5'6'"71(2/"2!"='1*"#$$M"
=*+" 0('*="1-"='.!;4"H/*('12-!"I'01"J*'+A"L.(2!,"1420";-!W2;1&"C')'0&"342;4"
had started to consolidate its hold in the area, was provided with a strategic
rear by Egypt and Syria,% which were then on the eve of the wave of unrest
14'1"3-.=+"0.80*X.*!1=<"03**/"14(-.,4"14*"B('8"3-(=+A"C')'0"(*;*2@*+"
)-(*"0.801'!12'="0.//-(1">(-)" ('!&"342;4"0-.,41"2!"1420")'!!*("1-"2!W.*!;*"
+*@*=-/)*!10"2!"14*"B('8"3-(=+&"*0/*;2'==<"14*" 0('*=2NR'=*012!2'!"'(*!'A" ('!"
'00201*+"C')'0"8<"0).,,=2!,"3*'/-!0"K5('+"(-;U*10&"'!12N1'!U")2002=*0&"'!+"
explosives) into the Gaza Strip, providing it with technological knowledge
that facilitated the production of explosive devices and rockets, assisting
in training on Iranian soil, transferring funds totaling hundreds of millions
of dollars each year, and providing political backing against Israel and the
V'1'4N=*+"R'=*012!2'!"B.14-(21<A2 This provision of aid was facilitated by
taking advantage of the failed Egyptian administration of the Sinai Peninsula
+.(2!,"14*"(.=*"->"R(*02+*!1"C.0!2"Y.8'('UA"
H/*('12-!"I'01"J*'+"3'0"14*"9(01"->"'"0*(2*0"->";-!>(-!1'12-!0"8*13**!"
0('*="'!+"C')'0"'!+"14*"-14*("'()*+",(-./0"-/*('12!,"2!"14*"5'6'"71(2/A"
C')'0"(*,'(+*+"8-14"14*"(*;-))*!+'12-!0"->"14*"5-=+01-!*"I-))2002-!&"
342;4"3'0"*01'8=204*+"8<"14*"Z?"C.)'!"[2,410"I-.!;2="1-"2!@*012,'1*"
Israel’s actions during the operation, and the harsh international criticism
->" 0('*=E0"/-=2;2*0"1-3'(+"14*"5'6'"71(2/"'0"'"02,!29;'!1"';42*@*)*!1A"F4*"
continuing erosion in international public opinion of Israel’s legitimacy
1-"(*0/-!+"1-"(-;U*1"9(*">(-)"14*"5'6'"71(2/"4'0"+**/*!*+"14*"C')'0"
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leadership’s understanding of the potential of utilizing civilian casualties
in the Gaza Strip as a powerful means in the balance of power between the
resistance movement and Israel.3
H/*('12-!"R2=='("->"L*>*!0*"3'0"='.!;4*+"342=*"C')'0"3'0"(2+2!,"-!"
'"42,4"3'@*"->"/-/.='("0.//-(1"14(-.,4-.1"14*"B('8"3-(=+A"F4*"(*@-=.12-!"
in Egypt and the rise to power of the Muslim Brotherhood that followed
2)8.*+"C')'0"3214",(*'1*(";-!9+*!;*A"S,</1&".!+*("14*"(.=*"->"Y.0=2)"
Brotherhood leader Mohamed Morsi, Turkey, and Qatar competed with one
'!-14*("2!"14*2("0.//-(1">-("C')'0"2!"'!"*>>-(1"1-"2!;(*'0*"14*2("2!W.*!;*"
2!"14*"7.!!2"0/4*(*A"C')'0E"(*='12-!0"3214" ('!"*!1*(*+"'"/*(2-+"->";(2020&"
and the Islamic organization’s relations with the Egyptian government
2!1*!029*+"1-"14*"/-2!1"->"+*/*!+*!;*"-!"S,</1A" !"14*0*";2(;.)01'!;*0&"
S,</1"3'0"'8=*"1-"8(2!,"'8-.1"'"X.2;U"*!+"1-"14*"9,412!,"'!+">';2=21'1*"
14*">-().='12-!"->".!+*(01'!+2!,0"14'1"'==-3*+"8-14" 0('*="'!+"C')'0"1-"
;='2)"02,!29;'!1"';42*@*)*!10A" !"14*"3'U*"->"14*";-!W2;1&" 0('*="*!:-<*+"
X.2*1"'!+"C')'0"3'0"/(-@2+*+"3214"'!"-//-(1.!21<"!-1"-!=<"1-"01'82=26*"
210"(.=*"8.1"'=0-"1-"12,41*!"210"(*='12-!0"3214"\'1'("'!+"8*!*91">(-)"L-4'E0"
generous military aid. This period, however, did not last long, and ended
when the Muslim Brotherhood was forced out of power in Egypt by a
)2=21'(<";-./"'!+"5*!*('="B8+*="V'11'4"*=N7202"3'0"*=*;1*+"/(*02+*!1A"H!"
14*"*@*"->"H/*('12-!"R(-1*;12@*"S+,*&"C')'0">-.!+"210*=>"20-='1*+"2!"14*"
B('8"3-(=+A"F4*"*;-!-)2;"0<01*)"21"4'+"+*@*=-/*+"14(-.,4"14*"1.!!*=0"2!"
the Rafah region was almost completely paralyzed by the countermeasures
implemented by the Egyptian military. This sense of isolation and the desire
to change the problematic position in which it now found itself is what led
C')'0"1-"14*")-01"(*;*!1"(-.!+"->"9,412!,A"
F4*"#$%T";')/'2,!"2!"5'6'"3'0"'=0-"2!W.*!;*+"8<"'!-14*(";4'!,*"2!"
the array of powers in the Middle East: the growing threat posed by the
Islamic State organization in Syria and Iraq, which set the backdrop for the
*)*(,*!;*"->"'"!*3"B)*(2;'!N=*+";-'=212-!"'2)*+"'1"+*01(-<2!,"14*",(-./A"
In this context, the United States and the countries of the West suddenly
>-.!+"14*)0*=@*0"-!"14*"02+*"!-1"-!=<"->"7'.+2"B('82'"'!+"O-(+'!&"8.1"'=0-"
->" ('!&"C268-=='4&"'!+"*@*!"14*"(*,2)*"->"]'04'("'=NB00'+"2!"7<(2'A"F420"
phenomenon, which may not guarantee the restoration of Washington’s
(*=*@'!;*"1-"14*"*@*!10"2!"14*"Y2++=*"S'01&"4'0"/.04*+"C')'0"'!+"14*"
problem of the Gaza Strip onto the sidelines of the international agenda,
thus exacerbating its isolation even further.
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!"#/0"&'%)1"#+'20')(-#
1"20"+2>9;.=1"1-"+*1*()2!*"34*14*("14*"9,412!,"8<"C')'0"'!+"-14*("
Palestinian groups during Operation Protective Edge was the product of
advance planning, particularly as neither side appeared interested in the
;-!W2;1A"C-3*@*(&"'0"4'0"4'//*!*+")'!<"12)*0"8*>-(*&" 0('*="'!+"C')'0"
-!;*"','2!">-.!+"14*)0*=@*0"2!"14*")2+01"->"'"/(-1(';1*+"(-.!+"->"9,412!,A"
H80*(@'12-!"->"C')'0E")-+*0"->"3'(>'(*"02!;*"H/*('12-!"I'01"J*'+"(*@*'=0"
a systematic process of learning. During the period between Operation Pillar
->"L*>*!0*"'!+"H/*('12-!"R(-1*;12@*"S+,*&"C')'0"';1*+"3214"(*01('2!1A"B1"14*"
same time, however, it increased construction of the military infrastructure
within the Gaza Strip and systematically attempted to carry out attacks in the
West Bank.T This process was marked by a combined approach to warfare
consisting of two primary elements.
F4*"9(01"*=*)*!1"3'0"'!"->>*!02@*"*>>-(1&"342;4"'2)*+"'1"01(2U2!,"'1"
0('*="14(-.,4"13-")*'!0G"(-;U*1"9(*"'!+";(-00N8-(+*("'11';U0"8<"3'<"->"
14*"->>*!02@*"1.!!*=0A"Y'2!1'2!2!,"(-;U*1"9(2!,";'/'82=21<"3'0">';2=21'1*+"
by a defensive effort including the concealment of underground launchers
in densely populated civilian environments. These two offensive elements
were not intended to achieve decision of any kind but rather to damage the
fabric of life of Israeli citizens and exert pressure on the Israeli government
to ease the restrictions on the passage of goods and people into the Gaza
71(2/A"C')'0"'!+"14*"-14*(",(-./0"-/*('12!,"2!"5'6'"'=0-")'+*".0*"->"14*2("
04-(1"('!,*")-(1'("9(2!,";'/'82=212*0"1-".!+*()2!*"14*"0*!0*"->"0*;.(21<"->"
the residents of communities located close to the border fence.
F420"->>*!02@*"*>>-(1"(*01*+"-!"13-"+*@*=-/)*!10A"F4*"9(01"3'0"(*;-,!212-!"
->"14*">';1"14'1"14*"9(2!,"->"(-;U*10"'1"]*!"5.(2-!"'2(/-(1"4'+"14*"/-1*!12'="
1-"+20(./1"2!1*(!'12-!'="'2("1('@*="1-" 0('*=A"F420"0/*;.='12-!"3'0";-!9()*+"
by a rocket that was aimed at the airport and was not intercepted by the Iron
Dome system. This episode prompted a number of airlines to cancel their
W2,410"1-"'!+">(-)" 0('*=">-("'">*3"+'<0A"F4*"0*;-!+"3'0"14*".!+*(01'!+2!,"
14'1")-(1'("9(*"-!"14*"0*11=*)*!10"'=-!,"14*"5'6'"/*(2)*1*("*^*(10"/(*00.(*"
-!" 0('*=&"'0".!=2U*"(-;U*1"9(*&")-(1'("9(*">(-)"0.;4"'"04-(1"('!,*"+-*0"!-1"
'==-3"(*02+*!10"0.>9;2*!1"3'(!2!,"'!+";'!!-1"8*"2!1*(;*/1*+"8<"14*" (-!"
Dome system.
!"14*"/(-;*00"->"8.2=+2!,"'"0<01*)'12;"9,412!,">-(;*&"C')'0"2!;(*'0*+"
14*"/-3*("->"210"(-;U*1"9(*"*>>-(1"-@*("210"/(*@2-.0";'/'82=212*0A"F420"3'0"
(*W*;1*+"-!"'"!.)8*("->"=*@*=0A" !"1*()0"->"3*'/-!(<&"C')'0"*^/'!+*+"
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both its long range rocket launching capabilities and the quantity and variety
->"14*"(-;U*10"14*)0*=@*0A" !"+*>*!0*"->"210"(-;U*1";'/'82=21<&"C')'0"'!+"
the other organizations operating in the Gaza Strip developed a concept of
warfare and defense based on the use of underground spaces to protect its
forces and its rocket launching equipment, as well as increased use of the
civilian population as human shields for its mortar and rocket launching
021*0A"F420"*!'8=*+"14*)"1-")'2!1'2!"0.801'!12'="9(*/-3*("*@*!"2!"14*"9!'="
days of the campaign and, at the same time, identify the weak spots of the
(-!"L-)*"0<01*)"'1";=-0*"('!,*"'!+"9(*")-(1'("04*==0"'1"14*";-)).!212*0"
located in close proximity to the fence.
The undermining of the legitimacy of Israel’s right to use force in the wake
->"H/*('12-!"I'01"J*'+"=*+"1-"C')'0E"+*@*=-/)*!1"->"14*"_@2;12)"+-;1(2!*&`"
the second of its primary warfare elements. This doctrine seeks to provoke
Israeli action that results in injury to civilians and damage to civilian and
international installations. It is facilitated by positioning rocket and mortar
launching weaponry in installations of this sort and in civilian areas, and aims
to deepen Israel’s isolation in the international arena. The greater the civilian
2!:.(<";'.0*+"8<" 0('*=&"14*")-(*"*>>*;12@*"14*"*>>-(1"1-"=*,212)26*"C')'0"
'!+"+*=*,212)26*" 0('*=A"L.(2!,"H/*('12-!"R(-1*;12@*"S+,*&"C')'0",(*'1=<"
2!1*!029*+"210".0*"->"14*"_@2;12)"+-;1(2!*&`"'0")'!2>*01*+"2!"14*"*^1*!02@*"
*^/-0.(*"->".!2!@-=@*+";2@2=2'!0"1-" LV"'2("01(2U*0A"[-;U*10"3*(*"'=0-"9(*+"
from humanitarian sites in which civilians had taken refuge. Employment
of the “victim doctrine” is effectively illustrated in photos showing rockets
8*2!,"9(*+">(-)"2!02+*"0;4--=0"'!+"2!1*(!'12-!'="-(,'!26'12-!">';2=212*0A"
F4*(*"20"!-142!,"!*3"'8-.1"C')'0"'!+"-14*("'()*+",(-./0"='.!;42!,"
(-;U*10">(-)";2@2=2'!"'(*'0A"C-3*@*(&"1420")-+*"->"-/*('12-!"3'0"./,('+*+"
+.(2!,"H/*('12-!"R(-1*;12@*"S+,*A"C')'0"=*'(!*+"14*"=*00-!0"->"H/*('12-!"
I'01"J*'+"'!+"H/*('12-!"R2=='("->"L*>*!0*"'!+"2!;(*'0*+"210".0*"->";2@2=2'!"
areas. The installation of rocket launching weaponry on the grounds of sites
of international organizations operating in the Gaza Strip requires advance
preparation, including digging and weaponry transport and installation.
1"20"+2>9;.=1"1-"2)',2!*"14*0*"/(*/'('12-!0"8*2!,";'((2*+"-.1"3214-.1"14*"
personnel at these sites taking notice. Pressure may have been exerted on
0.;4"2!+2@2+.'=0"1-"/(*@*!1"-//-0212-!"1-"/(*/'('12-!0")'+*"8<"C')'0"'1"14*2("
sites.5" !+**+&".!12="14*"9!'="3**U"->"9,412!,&"14*" LV"4'+"+2>9;.=1<"01(2U2!,"
'1"C')'0E"0*!2-(";-))'!+"*;4*=-!&"'0"210")*)8*(0"(*)'2!*+"/(-1*;1*+"
underground, where they operated in isolation from their surroundings.
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F4.0"21"20"+2>9;.=1"1-"'00*00"14*"*^1*!1"1-"342;4"0*!2-("C')'0"->9;2'=0"'!+"
commanders were aware of the scope of the destruction and loss of life
underway in the Gaza Strip – or in other words, of the cost exacted by the
“victim doctrine.”6

Rocket launching site within an
UNRWA school

Rocket launching sites within schools

Rocket launching site within a
diplomatic facility and a Red Cross
medical facility [sic]

In contrast, the IDF’s operational concept underwent no fundamental
;4'!,*"02!;*"H/*('12-!"I'01"J*'+A" 1"3'0"8'0*+"-!"9(2!,&"2!;=.+2!,"/(*;20*"
01'!+->>"9(*/-3*("','2!01"/(*@2-.0=<"0*=*;1*+"1'(,*10"'!+"14*"2!1*!029;'12-!"->"
+')',*"1-"2!;2+*!1'="1'(,*10A" !"'++212-!"1-"3*'/-!0"9(*&"14*" LV")'2!1'2!*+"
the readiness of ground forces to undertake a limited ground incursion into
the Gaza Strip, with the aim of destroying the military infrastructure of
C')'0"'!+"14*"-14*("'()*+",(-./0"-/*('12!,"2!"14*"71(2/"'!+"->"(*';42!,"
'";*'0*9(*A"L.(2!,"H/*('12-!"I'01"J*'+&"14*0*">-(;*0"3*(*"0*!1"2!1-"';12-!"
after the Israeli airpower campaign had been fully exhausted and failed to
8(2!,"'8-.1"'"02,!29;'!1"(*+.;12-!"2!"C')'0E"(-;U*1"9(*A"L.(2!,"H/*('12-!"
Pillar of Defense, on the other hand, the Israeli ground force was never
utilized due to the relatively quick achievement of understandings and a
;*'0*9(*&"01*))2!,">(-)"I'2(-E0"2!W.*!;*"-!"C')'0A
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In recent years IDF force buildup has been characterized by an increased
*)/4'020"-!"'2("9(*";'/'82=212*0"'!+"1'(,*1"2!1*==2,*!;*A"F4*0*"'(*'0"4'@*"
received the majority of resources – quite naturally, at the expense of ground
)'!*.@*(2!,&"342;4"3'0"=*>1"8*42!+"3214"=2)21*+"2!+*/*!+*!1"/(*;202-!"9(*"
=*14'=!*00"'!+";'/'82=21<A"B1"14*"0')*"12)*&"+*@*=-/)*!1"->"'()')*!1"3214"
heavy platforms (such as the Merkava and the Namer) and advanced defenses
/(-;**+*+"0=.,,204=<"+.*"1-"8.+,*1'(<"+2>9;.=12*0A"F4*" LVE0"-/*('12-!'="
plans constituted a direct continuation of these processes, as demonstrated
during Operation Protective Edge. The campaign opened with air strikes that
3*(*"02,!29;'!1=<"='(,*("2!"0;-/*"14'!"/(*@2-.0"-/*('12-!0&"'0"'"(*0.=1"->"14*"
improvement of IDF intelligence capabilities pertaining to planned targets
'!+"1'(,*10"2+*!129*+"+.(2!,"8'11=*A"C')'0"'!+"14*"-14*(",(-./0&"4-3*@*(&"
)'2!1'2!*+"=-!,"('!,*"(-;U*1"9(*"'!+"04-(1"('!,*")-(1'("9(*";'/'82=212*0"
throughout the entire course of the hostilities. They were able to do this by
)'U2!,"*^1*!02@*".0*"->"14*"_@2;12)"+-;1(2!*&`"342;4")'+*"21"+2>9;.=1">-("
the IDF to strike at launching sites located in densely populated civilian
'(*'0A"B>1*("'"!.)8*("->"'11*)/10"8<"C')'0"1-"*!1*("2!1-" 0('*=".02!,"'11';U"
tunnels, the IDF (belatedly, in the eyes of some) initiated ground maneuvers
aimed at destroying the attack tunnels.
L.(2!,"14*"9!'="3**U"->"9,412!,&"34*!"14*" 0('*=2",(-.!+">-(;*0"3*(*"
withdrawn from the Strip, the air campaign resumed its major role in the
;')/'2,!&"342;4"2!1*!029*+"'0"14*" LV"=2>1*+"0-)*"->"210"0*=>N2)/-0*+"
(*01(2;12-!0A"F420">';2=21'1*+")-(*"*^1*!02@*"+*01(.;12-!"->"C')'0E")2=21'(<"
infrastructure and rocket launching sites. It can be assumed that this action
3'0"-!*">';1-("14'1";-)/*==*+"C')'0"1-"',(**"1-"'";*'0*9(*"';;-(+2!,"1-"
14*"-(2,2!'="S,</12'!"-.1=2!*&"342;4"14*"C')'0"=*'+*(042/"4'+"/(*@2-.0=<"
rejected.

!"#/0"&'%)1"#'-3#$%&'%"()*#4'5'-*"#,6#%!"#+'20')(B1"14*"12)*"->"1420"3(212!,&"21"20"+2>9;.=1"1-"'00*00"14*"(*0.=10"->"H/*('12-!"
Protective Edge. Past experience teaches that such assessments require long
term perspective and must be measured based on the improvement in Israel’s
strategic position over time, and not on declarations and populist discourses
of victory and defeat on both sides. Nonetheless, the results of the campaign
2!@21*";-)/'(20-!0"3214"14*"7*;-!+"J*8'!-!"a'("'!+"/(*@2-.0"(-.!+0"->"
9,412!,"2!"14*"5'6'"(*,2-!A
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a4*!"14*"7*;-!+"J*8'!-!"a'("*!+*+&"14*" 0('*=2"/.8=2;"/*(;*2@*+"21"
as a defeat and a missed opportunity.b Nonetheless, it was followed by a
relatively long period of quiet in northern Israel – one of the longest since
14*"*01'8=204)*!1"->"14*"01'1*A"H/*('12-!"I'01"J*'+&"2!";-!1('01&";-!;=.+*+"
3214"'".!2='1*('=";*'0*9(*"'!+"3'0"0**!"'1"14*"12)*"'0"'")2=21'(<"@2;1-(<"2!"
14*"01(.,,=*"','2!01"C')'0&"'=14-.,4"C')'0"'!+"14*"-14*(",(-./0"-/*('12!,"
2!"14*"5'6'"71(2/";-!12!.*+"14*2("8.2=+./"'!+"14*2("(-;U*1"9(*">(-)"14*"5'6'"
71(2/"'=)-01"3214-.1"'"8(*'U".!12="H/*('12-!"R2=='("->"L*>*!0*A"B!+&"'0"
8*;')*";=*'(&"14*".!+*(01'!+2!,0"14'1">';2=21'1*+"14*";*'0*9(*"14'1")'(U*+"
the conclusion of Operation Pillar of Defense also did little to provide Israel
with an extended period of calm.
With the requisite caution, a number of insights gained in the wake
of Operation Protective Edge that are indicative of an improvement in
Israel’s position vis-à-vis the challenges posed by the Gaza Strip can be
0.,,*01*+A"F4*"9(01"20"14*">';1"14'1"14*"2!1*(!'12-!'=";-)).!21<"4'0";-)*"
to understand the seriousness of the threat posed by radical fundamentalist
Islam. Internalization of the danger posed by the Islamic State organization’s
current offensive in Iraq and Syria has had an impact on general attitudes
1-3'(+"C')'0"'!+"14*"-14*("1*((-(201",(-./0"-/*('12!,"2!"14*"71(2/&"'=14-.,4"
the groups are by no means identical. In this way, the unprecedented call
by EU foreign ministers for the disarmament of all terrorist groups in the
5'6'"71(2/")'<"4'@*"8**!"2!W.*!;*+"8<"+*@*=-/)*!10"2!" ('X"'!+"7<(2'AM
7*;-!+&"+.(2!,"'!+">-==-32!,"H/*('12-!"R(-1*;12@*"S+,*&"C')'0">-.!+"
itself isolated in the Sunni arena with the exception of its relationship with
\'1'("'!+"F.(U*<&"34-0*"2!W.*!;*"20"=2)21*+"2!"'!<"*@*!1A"F4*"4-012=21<"->"
S,</1"4'0"'=0-"+**/*!*+"C')'0E"20-='12-!"'!+"0*(@*0"'0"'"=*@*(">-("/(*00.(2!,"
21"1-"'==-3"14*"R'=*012!2'!"B.14-(21<"1-"/='<"'"(-=*"2!")'!',2!,"14*"0*;.(21<"
'!+"(*;-!01(.;12-!"->"14*"5'6'"71(2/A"B=="1420"4'0";(*'1*+"'"/-0028=*">(')*3-(U"
>-("2!212'12!,"'"02,!29;'!1"(*+.;12-!"2!"14*")2=21'(<"8.2=+./";'/'82=212*0"->"
C')'0"'!+"14*"-14*(",(-./0"-/*('12!,"2!"14*"71(2/&"342;4"20"'"/(-;*00"14'1"
in the long term will reduce the threat they pose to Israel.
V2!'==<&"+*0/21*"14*"4'(04&"'((-,'!1"3-(+0"@-2;*+"8<"C')'0"->9;2'=0"'>1*("
14*";')/'2,!"'!+"14*";(212;20)"32142!" 0('*="(*,'(+2!,"14*">';1"14'1"C')'0"
9!204*+"14*"3'("3214"210")2=21'(<";'/'82=212*0"'!+"14*"/-1*!12'="1-";-!12!.*"210"
military buildup still intact, the operation caused immense damage to terrorist
elements, weaponry, and infrastructure in the Gaza Strip. Past experience
teaches that the massive scale of the damage is likely to have an effect on
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the desire of the groups in the Gaza Strip to renew hostilities, at least in the
near future. In this way, Operation Protective Edge may well be a milestone
on the road to the development of a long term strategy against the security
threat emanating from the Gaza Strip. The conditions that resulted from the
operation may be utilized as part of a process toward the demilitarization of
the Gaza Strip, even if it is only partial and gradual, and as another phase
in the evolution of a security reality that is more comfortable for Israel,
*0/*;2'==<"2>"14*"R'=*012!2'!"B.14-(21<"*!:-<0"0-)*"2!W.*!;*"-!"0*;.(21<"
and administration in the Strip.
The importance of resisting the “victim doctrine,” however, must not
be underestimated. This doctrine constitutes an operative tool in the full
01('1*,2;"0*!0*"->"14*"1*()A"C')'0E")'0U"->"_@2;12)4--+`"3'0";(';U*+"
when its operatives carried out a series of executions of “collaborators”
toward the end of the hostilities. Still, despite the appeal of international
4.)'!"(2,410",(-./0"1-"C')'0"1-"*!0.(*"14'1"2!+2@2+.'=0"';;.0*+"->";(2)*0"
'(*"!-1"*^*;.1*+"3214-.1"'"/(-/*("=*,'="/(-;*00&"14*"2)/=2;'12-!0"->"C')'0E"
treatment as an organization with which it is possible to conduct normative,
legal, and democratic discussion does not bode well for Israel.
I-!1*!+2!,"3214"14(*'10"0.;4"'0"14*"-!*"/-0*+"8<"C')'0"(*X.2(*0"14*" LV"
to formulate an updated concept of the use of force based on the mixture of
3*'/-!0"9(*"'!+")'!*.@*(0"'!+"-!"'!".!+*(01'!+2!,"->"14*"*>>*;12@*!*00"
and power of direct contact and the operational accomplishment that ground
maneuvers can achieve. IDF force buildup must be guided by this understanding
'!+").01"!-1"*((-!*-.0=<"(*=<"-!"14*".0*"->"01'!+->>"9(*/-3*(&"!-")'11*("4-3"
/(*;20*"21")'<"8*A"B1"14*"0')*"12)*&"14*";')/'2,!";'!!-1"8*")2=21'(<"-!=<A"
In order to contend with the threat developing in other arenas, Israel must
devise an integrated doctrine that, alongside the military effort, incorporates
political, public relations, and legal components. Only an integrated effort
can provide Israel with the ability to contend on an ongoing basis with the
threat posed by armed non-state groups, especially those that have adopted
the victim doctrine as a central component of their struggle.
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